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Abstrat

In reent years, several researhers have studied the vulnerabilities present in the enryption protools and authentiation

mehanisms assoiated with 802.11-based networks. This researh has led to the reation of protool extensions and replaement

proposals suh as WPA, 802.11i, and 802.1X. In addition, Denial-of-Servie attaks that an be launhed against 802.11-based

networks, with relative ease and impunity, have been studied. Simultaneously, researhers studying the limitations of wireless

networks have turned their attention to one of the inherent limitation of wireless devies, namely, power onsumption. Researh

in this area has been foused in understanding the impat of the network interfae ard, and its e�et on the overall power

onsumption. The main researh result has been the design and implementation of adaptive power management algorithms

that omplement the power saving modes of 802.11 devies. Unfortunately, study of wireless networks protools from the

perspetive of their seurity pro�le, that is, how do the power onsumption limitations of wireless devies a�et seurity, is

less well understood.

In this manusript, we will �rst review the urrent limitations of seurity protools assoiated with 802.11 networks. We

will develop a general model that will help us understand how the urrent set of seurity related protools a�et the energy

onsumption of the devies. This model is general enough to over the seurity energy tradeo�s at di�erent layers of wireless

network protools in use. In the model, we use a deision-theoreti framework. This framework requires both an energy ost

funtion, alled, C

E

and a seurity-reliability measure, R

M

. The energy ost funtion, C

E

, is the ost, both in energy and

other system resoures, of applying a ountermeasure M

k

against a spei� protool vulnerability V

i

. The seurity-reliability

measure, R

M

, represents the level or measure of the seurity-reliability attained by ountermeasureM

k

on the overall seurity

of the system. Having de�ned suh a framework, we present our initial analysis of popular seurity protool, suh as WEP,

TKIP. Preliminary results showed that signi�ant improvements an be obtained by onstraining the time frame where seurity

needs to be guaranteed.

Based on these results, a new wireless enryption protool, alled"-se, or Energy eÆient seure protool is introdued. This

protool has the potential to minimize power onsumption while maximizing the seurity pro�le of the network as a whole.

Key words: Vulnerabilities, Wireless Networks, 802.11 Networks, Denial Of Servie, Operational Seurity, Energy EÆient

Cryptographi Algorithms.



1 Introdution

In reent years, several researhers have studied the

vulnerabilities present in the enryption protools and

authentiation mehanisms assoiated with 802.11-

based networks. This researh has led to the reation

of protool extensions and replaement proposals suh

as WPA, 802.11i, and 802.1X. Seurity attaks on

wireless networks are harder to prevent than attaks

on wired networks for several reasons. Wireless signals

leak beyond the on�nes of buildings in whih wireless

LANs are installed, the mobility of users on a wire-

less network makes perpetrators of seurity attaks

diÆult to trak down and the ooperative nature of

most ad ho networking protools makes it easy to

perpetuate man-in-the-middle types of attaks.

A key limitation of mobile devies is their limited bat-

tery power. The e�et of the power onsumption of

wireless devies on their performane has reeived re-

newed interest in the last few years. Researh in this

area has foused primarily on measuring and under-

standing energy utilization on the network interfae

ard, its impat on the overall power onsumption of

themobile systems, and powermanagement tehniques

at various layers of the protool stak. The prinipal

results from suh investigations has been the design

and implementation of adaptive power management

algorithms that omplement the power saving modes

of 802.11 devies. The majority of these investigations

onsider only energy utilization in the absene of ma-

liious users. Unfortunately, within this ontext, the

study of wireless networks protools power onsump-

tion from the perspetive of their seurity pro�le, and

more spei�ally how the power onsumption limita-

tions of wireless devies a�et their seurity is less well

understood. Entire lasses of seurity attaks whih in-

volve draining the batteries of mobile devies are now

possible.

In this manusript, we will �rst review the urrent lim-

itations of seurity and network protools assoiated

with 802.11 devies. We will next use a model proposed

in [CO04℄ to understand protools elements a�et the

energy onsumption of the devie. More spei�ally, we

attempt to quantify how muh additional power is ex-

pended by a mobile devie in order to ahieve a given

seurity pro�le. The model will be used to evaluate ur-

rent and proposed wireless seurity protools suh as

WEP, WPA, 802.1x/EAP, Counter CBC-MAC Proto-

ol (urrently under review by the IEEE as the next

wireless seurity protool), and "� se (a new wireless

enryption protool apable of minimizing power on-

sumption while maximizing the seurity pro�le). These

analytial evaluations will serve as the basis for future

omparisons against atual empirial measurements.

2 Previous Work

A areful review the wireless seurity literature shows

that four general areas of wireless seurity researh

have emerged in the last few years. These are:

(1) Seurity of the Wireless Channel;

(2) Denial of Servie Attaks on Wireless Network

Protools;

(3) Trust and Trust Extensions to theWireless Seure

Infrastruture; and

(4) Identi�ation and demonstration of spei� at-

taks on wireless network protools

While all of these are important, in this manusript,

we are primarily onerned with the �rst item, that is,

the seurity of the wireless hannel.

2.1 Seurity of the Wireless Channel

The weaknesses of the urrent 802.11 seurity stan-

dard (WEP),WEP2, and other protool extensions has

been explored reently [AR01℄. Sott Fluhrer, et. al. ex-

plored the weakness of the underlying enryption algo-

rithm used by WEP, RC4 [FL01℄, Fluhrer showed that

in a ommon mode of operation used by WEP, RC4 is

ompletely inseure. Further work by Nikita Bosrisov,

Ian Goldberg, andDavidWagner [BO01℄ identi�ed sev-

eral WEP protool aws inluding its vulnerability to

ditionary based attaks (so alled Deryption Ditio-

nary aw), and the problems assoiated with key man-

agement and message authentiation. In their paper,

several pratial attaks were onstruted, and their

work showed that WEP does not ahieve its seurity

goals.

In order to deal with these limitations, a set of exten-

sions have been proposed that attempt to ameliorate

802.11 seurity weakness by:

(1) using greater keys lengths

(2) deomposing the problem into three phases: au-

thentiation, authorization, and aess ontrol ;

and

(3) modifying key distribution and management

methods to use a trusted erti�ate authority.

One key limitation of this approah is that it ignores

the �nanial ost assoiated with their implementa-

tion (suh as the ost of a trusted erti�ate), as well

as the pratial limitations of wireless devies suh as

their limited battery life. In e�et wireless networks are

signi�antly di�erent that their wired ounterpart in

this area. Spei�ally, mobile nodes and wireless net-

works have a lower amount of memory, battery power,
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and bandwidth. This means that attaks on system

resoures will a�et wireless devies quiker and have

more pronouned e�ets than their wired ounterparts.

Furthermore, by separating authentiation, authoriza-

tion, and aess ontrol, the proposed protools in-

rease the overhead required per paket of data trans-

fered. This, of ourse, leads to greater utilization of

sare resoures. As we point out in setion 5, an ap-

proah to get around this limitation is to investigate

seurity from the perspetive of e�etive resoure uti-

lization. For example, if we apply the Priniple of Ad-

equate Protetion, i.e., Computer items/data must be

proteted only until they loose their value , then, we an

onstrue di�erent senarios where limited extensions of

WEP are indeed optimal. Optimality, in this ontext,

means that the on�dentiality, integrity, and availabil-

ity of the system an be guaranteed for a spei� period

of time [t

0

; t

0

+�℄ while minimizing energy onsump-

tion, or some other resoure.

3 Summary of Current, and Proposed, Wire-

less Seurity Protool's Limitations

In this setion, we present a detailed summary of the

urrent limitations of the proposed wireless protools

from a seurity perspetive.

3.1 WEP

The Wired Equivalent Privay (WEP) protool was

reated as a way to ensure the same level of privay for

wireless ommuniation as there is for wired ommu-

niations. Its goals, as with any seurity mehanism,

is to provide on�dentiality, integrity, and availability

to the wireless network. Unfortunately, WEP aom-

plishes none of these goals. It is a very poor protool

and was nearly removed from the 802.11 standard in a

vote by the IEEE in June 2001 (54%-46%)[NA02℄.

3.1.1 WEP Enryption

The enryption sheme used in WEP is a very sim-

ple one: it uses the RC4 stream ipher to generate a

pseudo-random keystreams whih it XORs with the

plaintext to enrypt. To derypt, XOR the keystreams

with the iphertext. In WEP, the RC4 key is the on-

atenation of a 24-bit initialization vetor (IV) and the

shared seret key ommon to the aess point and all

its users.

keystream = RC4(IV + key)

C = P � keystream

P = C � keystream

RC4 is a keyed stream ipher ontaining two di�erent

funtions - the key sheduling algorithm (KSA) and the

pseudo-random generator algorithm (PRGA)[FL01℄.

The same RC4 key will always produe the same

keystream. Sine the only varying piee of this is the

IV, that means that there will only be 2

24

di�erent

keystreams generated per shared seret key. This small

spae auses keystreams to repeat, whih is in viola-

tion of a key onept in the seurity of stream iphers

- the same keystream should never be used twie.

To help alleviate this problem, it was proposed that the

IV spae be inreased to 128 bits. Unfortunately, this

does not solve the problem, sine IV's are still reused.

In fat, it was never enfored that more than one IV

had to be used in the �rst plae. Vendors ould set their

devies to only go between 0 and 2

24

, and the WEP

protool has no way of preventing or deteting this.

The RC4 ipher itself is inseure. The key sheduling

algorithm has been shown to leak information about

the key, one byte at a time. By olleting about 60

messages of a speial form, an attaker an guess the

seret with a high probability of being orret [FL01℄.

3.1.2 Integrity Chek

The WEP integrity hek is also weak. WEP uses a

yli redundany hek like the one used to detet

random errors in networking. The distintion between

random and intentional hanges is very important. The

output spae of this integrity hek value (ICV) is only

32 bits, whih is poor for ollision resistane. Beause

it is unkeyed and linear, zero knowledge of the shared

seret is needed in order to ompute it. For instane,

an attaker ould easily hange or spoof a paket and

it would go undeteted beause the attaker would

make sure that the ICV was appropriate for the haked

paket.

3.1.3 Authentiation

WEP uses a simple hallenge/response protool that

is also quite poor. The hallenge exhange goes as

follows[AR01℄:

AP ! lient : hallenge

lient! AP : IV; fhallenge; ICV g

wepKey

This is ompletely unaeptable as an authentiation

sheme. By apturing the lear hallenge, the en-

rypted hallenge, and the IV, an unauthorized user
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an gain aess by making a simple alulation.

keystream = C � P

With this (keystream, IV) pair, an attaker an gain

aess to the network without knowing the shared se-

ret.

3.2 WPA

The main reasons for WEP remaining in the 802.11

standard is its wide deployment and implementation

in hardware. WI-FI Proteted Aess (WPA) is a set

of improvements over WEP that are ompatible with

existing 802.11 devies.

3.2.1 The Temporal Key Integrity Protool

TheTemporal Key IntegrityProtool (TKIP) is amod-

i�ed version of WEP's enryption sheme. Like WEP,

it uses the RC4 stream ipher to generate a keystream

whih is then XORed with the plaintext. TKIP's ma-

jor ontribution is a way of ensuring that keystreams

are unique to eah paket. This is done by mixing the

transmitter address (TA) into the key, giving eah user

a unique shared key per session, and by using the IV

as a ounter. If an IV value is reeived out of sequene,

then it is disarded. When the IV spae is almost ex-

hausted, a new key is negotiated.

3.2.2 Mihael

The TKIP spei�ation also names a new message in-

tegrity ode (MIC) alled Mihael. Mihael is a non-

linear hash funtion that produes a 64-bit output. Un-

like the CRC used in WEP, Mihael is keyed. Only

those who know the seret an ompute a valid hash.

However, it should be noted that the output spae is

still small, allowing the possibility of �nding or guess-

ing a valid hash in a feasible amount of time.

3.2.3 802.1x/EAP Authentiation

802.1x is a exible framework whih has been reated

for authentiation in PPP (point-to-point protool).

This framework an also be applied to a wireless net-

work to allow a key distribution for TKIP while still

using existing hardware. 802.1x de�nes the onept of

port-based aess ontrol. This is ahieved by having

two types ports: a ontrolled port and an unontrolled

port. Aess to the unontrolled port an be gained at

any time, as this port leads to the authentiation ser-

vie. The ontrolled port an only be aessed after

authentiation and authorization have taken plae, as

(a) Controlled and unontrolled ports in

the authentiator

Association response

Association request

EAP start

EAP Reqeust / ID

EAP Response / ID EAP Response / ID

Protocol-specific messages

Success / FailureEAP Success / Failure

EAP key (optional)

AuthenticatorSupplicant Authentication Server

(b) Basi EAP messages

Fig. 1. EAP/802.1x Authentiation

denoted by the swith in �gure 1(a). In wireless net-

works, the ontrolled port is the AP's onnetion to

the network, and the unontrolled port goes to an au-

thentiation server, suh as RADIUS (remote authen-

tiation dial-in user servie).

There are three parties identi�ed in this authentia-

tion sheme. The suppliant is the entity that wishes

to be authentiated (wireless lient). The authentia-

tor is the entity with whih the suppliant is trying

to authentiate (aess point). Authentiation is pro-

vided by the third party, the authentiation server,

through ommuniation with the authentiator. The

suppliant and authentiator send messages over the

wireless medium, while the authentiator and authen-

tiation server ommuniate over a wire (or may even

reside in the same mahine). The separation of servies
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here is interesting beause it is something that was bor-

rowed from the wired world. It is also interesting to

note that a wire has atually been introdued into the

wireless authentiation proess.

The extensible authentiation protool (EAP) is an

outline for authentiation that sits beneath a higher

protool (�gure 1(b)). For instane, SSL ould be used

on top of EAP. Protools whih are urrently available

from vendors deploying TKIP and EAP (Ciso Sys-

tems, for example) inlude protools suh as EAP-TLS

(transport layer seurity), LEAP (Ciso's lightweight

EAP), EAP-FAST (Flexible Authentiation via Se-

ure Tunneling), EAP-TTLS (tunneled transport layer

seurity), and PEAP (proteted EAP). Eah variant

has its own methods, suh as mutual authentiation

vs. lient-only authentiation, and erti�ates vs. user-

name/password.

3.3 The Next Standard

The IEEE views TKIP as a temporary solution and

is urrently developing a new standard. Presently,

Counter CBC-MAC Protool (CCMP) is the front-

runner. This new protool is based around a trusted

blok enryption algorithm in CCM mode.

3.3.1 AES

The advaned enryption standard (AES) has been se-

leted as the blok ipher for CCMP. This algorithm,

alled Rijndael, has been widely aepted and seleted

to replae DES as the enryption standard. AES takes

blok and key sizes of 128, 192, and 256 bits. Di�er-

ent blok size/key size ombinations hange the key

shedule and number of rounds. AES an be optimized

for energy and time eÆieny by pre omputing the

matrix multipliations and storing them in look-up ta-

bles (LUTs). Of ourse, this does sari�e some stor-

age spae. In order to do this, 2560 bytes of storage

are needed. Hardware vendors an also optimize AES

in hardware with speialized hips.

3.3.2 Counter CBC-MAC Mode

CCM is a new mode that performs on�dentiality and

integrity by ombining ounter mode (on�dentiality)

and a ipher blok haining message authentiation

ode, or CBC-MAC (integrity). In the doumentation,

they say that CCM provides authentiation, not in-

tegrity, but what they mean is that there is a MAC

whih determines if the data has been tampered with.

This is synonymous with a message integrity ode. To

keep the terminology onsistent, we shall say integrity.

CCM was submitted to NIST (National Institute of

Standards and Tehnology) in 2002. It is still under-

going revisions, with the last publi draft published in

September 2003. The ativity that we have seen re-

garding this protool displays some unease with the

CBC-MAC. There is a weakness in CBC mode that al-

lows bloks to be swapped without altering the result-

ing MAC. CBC is still widely used despite this aw;

however, some still do not approve of it supplying the

integrity hek.

3.3.3 Authentiation

CCMP authentiation and key management will use

the 802.1x framework. There will most likely be a set

of reommended EAP types, whih may inlude an im-

plementation of EAP-Kerberos (whih is urrently not

formally de�ned).

4 Power Limitations of Mobile Devies and

their Impat on Seurity

The primary soures of power onsumption on an

802.11 network devie are: the duration of radio trans-

mission while sending pakets, the power level at whih

the radio transmits pakets, the amount of power on-

sumed by the radio while it is idling and waiting to

reeive pakets, and the amount of power spent re-

eiving pakets addressed to it. In addition, protool

eÆienies a�et power utilization. This is to say the

information-theoreti measure of eah paket is the

ratio of information ontent versus the total number of

bits, or pakets, transmitted. This power onsumption

a�ets the utility of wireless networks, espeially when

ad-ho networks in a battle�eld experiene are onsid-

ered. Tehniques that have been implemented in the

past to limit the duration of transmission have made

use of both ompression and aggregation. However,

this addresses only one of the four fators limiting the

utility of wireless networks due to energy onsumption.

A seond area of researh interest is that of improving

protool eÆienies. The basi eÆieny metri used

to evaluate suh networks has been the mean rate of a

word of data suessfully arriving at its destination per

the power used to support the network, i.e., the aver-

age number of bytes suessfully transmitted per Joule

of energy onsumed[GA03℄. In order to optimize this

metri of energy eÆieny, researhers have studied

two key tehniques. namely,

� The use of power modulation algorithms at the net-

work ard to improve the energy utilization at the

transmitter; and

� The design and implementation of energy eÆient

and topologial-aware protools.
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In both of these approahes, hanges to the protool

stak at the data link MAC layer and the routing lay-

ers have been proposed. In onsidering power modu-

lation tehniques, the primary approah has been to

design power-saving strategies that make use of the

sleep mode present in 802.11 devies. While variations

of sleep mode modulation have been somewhat e�e-

tive, adaptive strategies that attempt to dynamially

trade o� power versus network ativity[?℄ while pro-

viding a guarantee on the maximum RTT of a on-

netion show the most promise. A di�erent approah

to power saving modulation is presented in [SH03℄. In

their work, instead of trying to adapt the sleep dura-

tion of the NIC, the authors attempted to eliminate

the power onsumed during sleep mode altogether by

inorporating a separate low-power onsumption han-

nel for ontrol. The basi idea is to shutdown both the

devie and the network ard, while keeping the on-

trol hannel/devie alive. In their work, they showed

that for an iPAQ PDA the battery lifetime with a low-

power ontrol hannel approahes the lifetime of an

iPAQ without any wireless LAN ard.

Researh on energy eÆient network layer protools

is not new. Earlier explorations, see Raghavendra and

Singh, [RA98℄, proposed protools where by intelli-

gently powering down nodes that are not atively trans-

mitting, energy an be preserved. They showed, using

simulation, that for an Ad Ho network of 10-20 nodes

power savings of up to 60 % ould be attain if a speial

purpose protool alled PAMAS was used. Reently,

Xu et.al. developed a similar protool that is topologi-

ally aware in Ad-Ho networks. In their protool, re-

dundant nodes are identi�ed using their physial lo-

ation and an estimate of their radio range, and then

they are seletively turn o�.

While the approahes investigated thus far are use-

ful in reduing the power and resoure onsumption of

wireless devies, the additional power and resoure uti-

lization drain that seurity and seurity protools im-

posed as well as the energy drainage pro�les of suess-

ful attaks, are less understood. For example, if known

seurity tehniques from the "Wired-World", suh as

Authentiation and Tiketing servers (e.g., Kerberos

IV, V) are used, then, power utilization of the devie

will neessarily go up. Upon suh a onsideration, it

beomes lear that there exist a tradeo� between se-

urity, as measured by some metri, S, whih aptures

the seurity or protetion provided by protool and the

inremental energy onsumption required to provide

suh protetion.

Although several reent studies have proposed energy

eÆient protools, [HO02℄, [JA01℄, [WO01℄, [LA02℄,

with one the notable exeption [PO03℄there has not

been a omprehensive energy analysis of seurity pro-

tools aross multiple levels of the protool stak. We

observed that [PO03℄ for the �rst time attempts to

remedy this situation, and more spei�ally, they stud-

ied the energy onsumption requirements of the most

popular transport-layer seurity protool SSL (Seure

Sokets Layer). In addition, Potlapally, et.al., onsid-

ers a parametri approah to energy utilization. The

one missing element of the works ited is an attempt

to provide an analyti model aross multiple protools

layers that an e�etively explained the energy wastage

imposed and measured.

5 Energy-Seurity Tradeo� Model

From the previous literature survey, it is lear that

battery power is one of the most preious resoures to

a mobile lient. Thus, it is important to understand

the relevant energy and battery trade-o�s involved in

any protool attak or its assoiated ountermeasure.

More spei�ally, eah lass of protool attak leads

to potential loss in eÆient battery use. Similarly, any

proposed ountermeasure an provide a given level of

seurity-reliability but will also requires an additional

expenditure in energy by mobile nodes. At this point,

we will refer to the seurity-reliability goal simply as

seurity. In e�et the lassial de�nition of seurity en-

ompasses the onepts of reliability pertinent to our

disussion, namely, seurity is the protetion of assets

from harm, or:

� Con�dentiality: assets are used/aess only by au-

thorized parties

� Integrity: assets an be modi�ed only by authorized

parties and only in authorize ways

� Availability: assets are available to authorized par-

ties when requested.

We laim that there is a diret relationship between a

given attak ountermeasure and the level of seurity-

reliability it an provide, and also a relationship be-

tween the energy spent in arrying out a ountermea-

sure and the energy level that is potentially lost if

a given attak is suessful. This three-dimensional

seurity-reliability tradeo� is the basis on whih we

propose a seurity-energy model for protool vulnera-

bilities. Figure 2(a) depits a hypothetial relationship

between a given protool vulnerability and the poten-

tially wasted energy if the attak is suessful. Figure

2(b) is our hypothetial model whih illustrates the

amount of energy expended in a given attak ounter-

measure in order to guarantee the desired level of se-

urity.

In the �gures three di�erent ountermeasures are

shown. These ountermeasures may be at di�erent
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layers of the protool stak. However, by using our

hypothetial model, the e�etiveness of somewhat dis-

similar attaks and their ountermeasures an be om-

pared, even aross multiple protool layers. Therein

lies the power of our model. It beomes possible to

deide areas of maximal yield in terms of energy ex-

penditure and what level of the seurity is ahieved.

A given target appliation may deide what energy

levels its nodes must expend in order to guarantee a

ertain level of seurity. For instane, a highly sensi-

tive military appliation may hoose a high level of

seurity whih requires ountermeasures that kill mo-

bile devie batteries in half an hour while asual email

between friends may hoose a lower level of seurity

whih allows longer battery life. While seurity levels

are harder to quantify, exept in the most simple ases

suh as the information theoretial measure of Equiv-

oation in the ase of ryptographi algorithm [SH46℄,

energy expended or wasted an be more easily quanti-

�ed. Finally, as a pratial note, rigorous experimen-

tation and measurement is required to parameterize

urrently proposed attaks and ountermeasures and

�t them to our model.

In addition, this model, from a seurity perspetive,

maybe onsidered naive, in the sense that all vulner-

abilities are onsidered to have the same e�et on the

seurity pro�le of the protool. Clearly this is not the

ase. For example, a vulnerability on the ryptographi

algorithm that leads to "masquerading attaks", suh

as in the ase of the "The Denning-Sao" disaster, see

[AN95℄ will have a signi�antly redued impat than

those assoiated with the key regeneration weaknesses

of WEP, see [AR01℄, [FL01℄, [BO01℄ whih a�ets ev-

ery message exhange in the network. Theoretially,

we ould remedy this limitation of the model by asso-

iating an e�et/impat measure I(V

i

) that quanti�es

the e�et on the seurity pro�le of the protool when

vulnerability V

i

is exploited by an attaker. The exat

energy pro�le of V

i

is dependent on the spei� attak

and needs to be evaluated per vulnerability. However,

at this point, this extension will unneessarily ompli-

ate our analysis. Here we will assume that eah ex-

ploit of di�erent vulnerability lasses V

i

have the same

equal e�et on the seurity of the protool at hand.

To formalize our model, we use a deision-theoreti

framework similar to that in [HO97℄. First, we de�ne an

energy ost funtion,C

E

, of applying a ountermeasure

M

k

against a protool vulnerability V

i

as C

E

(M

k

; V

i

).

For simpliity, we lump the osts of applying the oun-

termeasure with the overhead of suessful reovery

from an attak. These an be separated but will not af-

fet our results. As a pratial note, these ountermea-

sures may vary aross protool layers suh as inlud-

ing more FEC bits in transmitted pakets at the link
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Energy expended for protocol

countermeasure

A

B

C

(b) Energy expenditure re-

quired for a given seurity

level

Fig. 2.

layer, or a high maximum retransmission threshold in

802.11 MAC protools. The total energy onsumed by

all ountermeasures are then given as

C

E

=

X

i

C

E

(M

k

; V

i

) (1)

Combinations of ountermeasures may not be additive

as suggested by equation 1 sine some ountermeasures

may perform multiple funtions and ountermeasures

may be orrelated or interdependent. We now intro-

due a variable, A, whih takes into aount a spe-

i� attak on a vulnerability V

i

. The energy onsumed

given in Equation 1 hanges toC

E

(M

k

; V

i

; A):p(A

V

i

jE)

is the probability that the attak A on vulnerability

V

i

has ourred given some evidene, E. This evidene

in pratie ould be inorret heksums or protool

timeouts. Thus the expeted energy onsumption for

all ountermeasures is:

C

E

=

X

i

p(A

V

i

jE)C

E

(M

k

; V

i

) (2)

The above model is for single attaks on spei� vul-

nerabilities. However, in real life, entire lasses of at-

taks are possible on a given vulnerability. Thus, these

lasses of attaks are somewhat orrelated and the

model should reet this. So, we de�ne a group of at-

taks S

j

whih are possible on a given protool vulner-

ability suh that

6



C

E

=

X

i

X

j

p(A

V

ij

jA

S

j

; E)p(A

S

j

jE)C

E

(M

k

; V

i

)

(3)

Finally we de�ne R

M

, a measure of the seurity-

reliability of the system by implementing a set of

ountermeasures. Further the Countermeasure Energy

Quotient (CEQ), Q

M

, as the ratio of the seurity-

reliability from a set of ountermeasures divided by

the energy required to implement them. Hene,

Q

M

=

R

M

C

E

(4)

Equation 4 is our seurity-energy model. We seek to

�nd a set of ountermeasures whih yield the highest

values of Q

M

. The hoie of sets of ountermeasures is

indeed a omplex operation requiring extensive exper-

imentation and measurements.

5.1 Seurity-Energy Model - An Instane

Embedded in the Seurity-Energy model represented

by Equations 2, 3, and 4 is the general onept of real

time adaptive protools. That is, faed with an attak

on a spei� vulnerability, V

(

i), the protools desribed

by the said equations are apable of deteting the at-

tak in real time, isolating the soure of the attak, and

launhing a set of ountermeasures whose energy osts

are given by C

E

(M

k

; V

i

; A). We know of no suh pro-

tools in existene today. In general, most protools in

used are stati in nature. That is, in protools suh as

WEP and TKIP the energy expenditure to ounterat

a given vulnerability attak is onstant, orC

E

(M

k

; V

i

).

This energy expenditure is �xed upon the de�nition of

the protool itself, and it is on�gured based on a set

of parameters, suh as key length, upon initialization.

In order to make our model onrete, we will now turn

our attention to one suh instane and apply the model

above to it.

5.2 Stati Protools - From an Energy onsumption

sense

Consider a simple protool suh as WEP or TKIP.

These wireless protools were designed to pro-

tet the system from three lassial vulnerabilities,

V

1

; V

2

; andV

3

, where

� V

1

= Con�dentiality or robustness of the rypto-

graphi algorithm;

� V

2

=Robustness of the authentiation protool; and

� V

3

= Robustness of the authorization and aess

protool.

Further, the energy expenditure funtion assoi-

ated with eah ountermeasures M

1

;M

2

; andM

3

,

C

E

(M

k

; V

i

) is de�ned by the protool itself and the pa-

rameters used. For example, in WEP, the ountermea-

sure against V

1

is simply the RC4 ryptographi algo-

rithm. In this ase, the energy expenditure to ahieve

the desire level of seurity is simply C

E

(K

length

, V

i

)

= f(#omputationsinRC4). In this example, C

E

an

be easily alulated by multiplying the Number of

omputations required by RC4 given a key of length

K

length

times the energy onsumed in joules by a

single omputation.

In addition to the seurity-energy tradeo�s expressed

by Equations 2, 3, and 4, it is often useful to represent

the energy onsumed to ahieve a level of seurity as

an overhead measure on the total energy onsumed to

ahieve a partiular protool task. To aomplish this,

we borrow some of the onepts �rst introdued by

[ST97℄. Simply stated, we break down the total energy

onsumed to omplete a single bulk �le transfer of b

bytes as follows.

Energy

Total

= E

SendRev

+E

idle

+ (C

E

=

X

i

C

E

(M

k

; V

i

)) (5)

where,

C

E

=

X

i

C

E

(M

k

; V

i

) = �

1

E

ryp

+ �

2

E

SendRvd

ap

+ �

3

E

SendRvd

tgs

(6)

and,

Energy

ryp

= e

i

� C

ry

(7)

Here, the energy onsumed by a devie inludes the en-

ergy onsumed to omplete a bulk transfer absent of

seurity protool overhead, SendRvd (steady state or

intrinsi energy onsumed), the energy onsumed by

the devie while in the Idle state, Idle, and the overhead

energy onsumed by enryption algorithm and ryp-

tographi protools, namely the energy onsumed per

7



enryption/deryption pair on messages, Energy

ryp

,

the energy onsumed by all authentiation message ex-

hange, E

SendRvd

ap

, and the energy onsumed by the

tiketing granting servies,E

SendRvd

tgs

. The overhead

energy assoiated with enryption is reeted by the

term e

i

� C

ry

, where e

i

is the �xed energy onsumed

per onstant enryption (using enryption algorithm

i), and C

ryp

refers to the number of enryptions re-

quired by the protool, exlusive of the SendRvd en-

ryptions. Our goal here, is to understand how the dif-

ferent elements in the energy equation hange as ad-

ditional features are inluded to enhane the seurity

of the protool. In our analysis, we onsider WEP as

the base ase and denote its energy onsumption as

E

SendRvd

WEP

. For the purpose of our work, both the

SendRvd and Idle energy onsumption are onstant

on a per single bulk transferred, and energy Equation

6 an be simpli�ed, as shown below in Equation 8.

Energy

Total

=K

0

+ �

1

E

ryp

+ �

2

E

SendRvd

ap

+�

3

E

SendRvd

tgs

(8)

6 Major Contributions

The work proposed here formalizes the onept of op-

erational seurity as a funtion of energy onsumption

by a wireless devie in a wireless network. Operational

seurity within the larger ontext is similar to the on-

ept of "pratial serey", �rst introdued by Shanon

in 1946, [SH46℄. This onept is rather simple. That is,

given a bounded time period [ t

0

, t

0

+ Æ ℄, the system

under onsideration is operationally seure, i�, it an

guarantee the on�dentiality, integrity, and availability

of the system and its resoures with a probability, P

s

,

where, P

s

= 1�Pf"BreakingtheSystem"g= 1��. Or

onversely, if Pf"BreakingTheSystem"g = �, where

�! 0.

Consider the following example. In the design of a

seure ommuniation hannel using ryptographi

algorithms, "Breaking The System" orresponds to

"Breaking the ode". In this ontext, Shannon's de�ni-

tion of operational serey orresponds to "operational

seurity", and he demonstrated that operational seu-

rity approximates "perfet seurity" when the rypto-

graphi algorithm generates a sequene of statistially

independent keys per time period [t

1

; t

2

); [t

2

; t

3

), � � � ,

[t

n�1

; t

n

). Here, it beomes relatively simple to de�ne

a measure of how seure the system is, and subse-

quently, evaluate design tradeo�s between the di�erent

ryptographi algorithms, and the energy onsumed,

as we have shown in setion 5. The problem of de�n-

ing suh tradeo�s aross multiple layers of protools is

signi�antly more diÆult. The diÆulty lays on the

de�nition of what does "operational seurity" mean?,

and how to model, analyze, and quantify it. For ex-

ample, if "the system" under onsideration provides

a set of servies suh as authentiation, key distri-

bution, and aess to a set of distributed resoures,

then, "Breaking The System" will orresponds, at the

very least, to "Breaking the Cryptographi Protool".

Hene, in order to apply the model desribed in se-

tion 5, one needs to answer the question of how seure

is the ryptographi protool? A good example that il-

lustrates how diÆult it is to answer suh a question is

the "Denning-Sao" disaster. In "Denning-Sao", a

protool deemed seure was found to be fragile twelve

years after it was �rst introdued, see [AB94℄.

Given suh hallenges, our approah here is to �rst un-

derstand the model in terms of the energy utilization.

Spei�ally, we will investigate the energy onsump-

tion and wastage as it relates to seurity features. Two

distint and omplementary approahes will be taken.

In the �rst approah, we will study urrent and pro-

posed extensions to seurity protools for wireless net-

works and evaluate the energy onsumption assoiated

with di�erent servies and attributes that the protool

provides using our energy-seurity model desribed in

setion 5, and Equations 5, 6, 7, and 8. We will all

this, intrinsi energy evaluations. However, in order for

our analysis to be useful, we and in aordane with

the Countermeasure Energy Quotient (CEQ), Q

M

, of

Equation 4, we will need a methodology for omputing

the seurity pro�le of a given wireless seurity proto-

ol. Here, and a �rst approximation in our work, we

will use the onept of "pereived seurity". Pereived

seurity would based on the following riteria:

� equivoation measure of the enryption algorithm

used;

� known weaknesses

� e�ort required to break protool

� key usage (lifetime, keystream reuse, et.)

Seondly, we will explore, model, analyze, and em-

pirially quantify the impat that well know attaks

aross multiple protool layers have on the battery life

of a wireless network devie. The hope here is that by

studying suh an impat better protools, whih will be

potentially adaptive, an be developed. This work will

be presented in a separate manusript later this year.

6.1 Intrinsi Energy Model - 1

st

Results

6.2 Methodology

In setion 5, we introdued the Seurity-Energy model

�rst presented by Colon Osorio et.al. in [CO04℄. In

8



order to e�etively use suh model, we would like to

apply the losed-form analyti solutions presented

in Equations 1,2, 3, 4, and further simpli�ed as in

Equations 6, and 7 to a set of urrent and proposed

wireless seurity protools suh as WEP, TKIP, TKIP

enhaned by CISCO proprietary authentiation pro-

tool LEAP, and others. As a �rst step, and in aor-

dane to Equations 6, 7, we need to understand the

energy onsumed on a per blok transfer for eah one

of the protools under onsideration. Here, we break

down eah protool under onsideration in terms of

the primitive operations required to aomplished

a single transfer. This was aomplished by review-

ing the Standards in question: [FI01℄, drafts: [CC03℄,

[CC02℄, RFCs: [JK93℄, [RF99℄, [?℄, papers: [SC98℄,

[SC99℄[CI02℄[?℄[?℄ and textbooks[KA02℄[JE03℄. Avail-

able pseudo-ode and explanations from these soures

were used to reate tables reording the number of

ourrenes of operations used by eah protool.

However, and as it is well known, data dependenies

greatly a�et the number of operations used to aom-

plish a blok transfer. For this reason "real world" pa-

rameters were needed in order to establish a bound on

the number of omputations. One suh ase, where real

data was required, is EAP-TLS. In this partiular ase,

we used the �refox web browser with TLS enabled and

SSL disabled while a seure onnetion to amazon.om

was established. This transation was aptured with

the Ethereal network protool analyzer. The length of

eah message was then used to ompute the number of

operations of the orresponding TLS message during

EAP-TLS authentiation phase.

Using the information provided by these tables, and

the energy onsumed on a

joules

omputation

, we an readily

ompute the total energy overhead per blok of infor-

mation transferred, E

total

, as given in Equation 6. The

exat value of

joules

omputation

varies depending on several

ritial parameters. These are,

� Type of omputation used in a partiular enryption

algorithm;

� The spei� implementation of both the wireless net-

work ard and aess point;

� The hardware/software tradeo� seleted by the par-

tiular vendor to implement the enryption algo-

rithm; and

� other.

Here, and as a �rst approximation, we will use the in-

dustry standard metri of

joules

ma

, as shown here in Fig-

ure 3, see ??. Figure 3 depits the improvements over

time of most modern DSP proessors. From this Fig-

ure, we an see that today a state of the art DSP spends

about one-(1) milliwatt per million of MAC's (multiply

and aumulate) operations or 10

�15

joules per single

MAC operation. Using, modern DSP proessors as the

basis for energy onsumption in our analysis, and our

earlier estimates of the number primitives operations,

we an now ompute the total energy utilization as re-

quired by Equation 8.

Fig. 3. Fento-joules per MAC - Modem DSP Proessors

7 Analytial Evaluation - Results

The model presented in setion 5 was applied to the fol-

lowing wireless enryption protool using the method-

ology desribed in setion 6.2 above.

� WEP

� TKIP

� AES

and several variants of authentiation shemes,

suh as

� EAP-TLS, and

� EAP-Kerberos

In the following setions, the results from our evalua-

tions are presented.

7.1 Wired Equivalent Privay

The energy onsumed by WEP enryption is diretly

linked to two things: the length of the enryption key

(onatinatation of IV and shared seret) and the

length of the data to be enrypted. The length of the

plaintext will always be data.length + 32 bits beause

a 32-bit CRC is appended to the data prior to enryp-

tion. The key sheduling algorithm (KSA) only deals

with the key, and the energy used during this phase

inreases with the key length. The pseudo-random

generating algorithm (PRGA) uses the result of the

KSA to produe a stream of length equal to that of

the plaintext. Therefore, both WEP enryptions will

use the same amount of energy during this phase. As

9
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Fig. 4. Estimated energy onsumed byWEP with 24-bit IV

Fig. 5. Estimated energy onsumed by RC4 enryption

expeted, inreasing the seurity (keysize) onsumes

more energy.

7.2 Temporal Key Integrity Protool

There is only one key size spei�ed for TKIP, whih

is 128 bits. Beause of this, we need only to ompare

one value with that of the previous results. TKIP uses

the same ipher for enryption as WEP. The di�erene

in energy onsumption is attributed to the key pro-

essing. The RC4 key used by TKIP goes through two

phases of omputations to inorporate the transmitter

address prior to RC4's KSA and PRGA, whih means

more omputation. In addition, TKIP uses a di�erent

integrity hek (Mihael) whih adds 32 more bits to

the plaintext. This auses the amount of PRGA and

XOR operations that our for a �xed amount of data

to be higher in TKIP than in WEP. Mihael is also

more omputationally expensive than a CRC. Overall,

TKIP adds 2% more overhead to 128-bit WEP enryp-

tion.

TKIP enryption is more seure than WEP enryption

Fig. 6. Round ombinations

beause of the way keys are used. In WEP, all users

share a seret with the aess point, and with the same

IV, will produe the same keystream. This is not the

ase with TKIP due to the key proessing and distri-

bution. Mixing in the transmitter address reates a dif-

ferent key for eah user, even if the shared key is the

same. The shared key is hanged periodially so that

keystreams are not reused. TKIP also adds rules for IV

reuse, but that does not a�et the number of ompu-

tations or our results.

7.3 Advaned Enryption Standard

The advaned enryption standard (AES) is a blok

ipher that an enrypt data in 128, 192, or 256 bit

bloks, with 128, 192, or 256 bit enryption. The AES

standard[FI01℄ only spei�es the algorithm for blok

sizes of 128-bits. This is important to note beause the

number of rounds that our vary by blok size just

as they do with di�erent key sizes. The proposal sub-

mitted by Daemen and Rijmen[DA99℄ provided a hart

(�gure 6) that de�ned the number of rounds that need

to take plae for every key and blok size ombination.

This hart was used in the onstrution of the results.

There are three variables in this algorithm that will

ditate how eah keylength/bloksize ombination per-

forms, with respet to energy, per blok enryption. Nb

represents the size of the blok to be enrypted, and

Nk is the key size. Both of these have three possible

values, whih are equivalent to the number of 32-bit

words they have, or 4, 6, and 8. Nr is the number of

rounds that exeuted. This attribute also as three pos-

sible values whih are 10, 12, and 14.

It is helpful to note that in blok iphers, the message

is divided into hunks spei�ed by the blok size. If any

hunk is less than the blok size, it is padded. This be-

omes important when enrypting messages of di�er-

ent sizes, as di�erent blok sizes are more eÆient for

di�erent data lengths. Also, all enryptions shown are

using ECB (eletroni ode book) mode, whih does

not link the bloks in any way.

Figure 7 shows the estimated energy onsumed to en-

rypt 128-bits of data with eah key and blok length

ombination. You'll notie that this is equivalent to the
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Fig. 7. Estimated energy used to enrypt 128 bits of data

with AES

th

Fig. 8. Estimated energy used to enrypt 512 bits of data

with AES

th

Fig. 9. Estimated energy used to enrypt 768 bits of data

with AES

energy used to enrypt a blok of eah size. In this ex-

ample, 128-bit blok sizes are most energy eÆient, as

expeted sine the other lengths waste energy enrypt-

ing extra zeros.

th

Fig. 10. Estimated energy used to enrypt 500 bytes of data

with AES

Figures 8 and 9 show energy used omputing 512 and

768 bits of data, respetively. These results are inter-

esting beause the urve for eah blok size remains the

same, but their positions relative to eah other hange.

This suggests that a partiular blok length ould be

optimal with a given key size if the average data length

were known. The previous three harts were nie, but

they are not aurate representation of the average

paket. Figure 10 is a more realisti example. Here,

the 128-bit key length is optimal when using a 128-

bit blok. The other two key sizes both use the least

amount of energy when paired with 192-bit enryption.

AES was approved by NIST in 2001[FI01℄ after going

under heavy srutiny by the ryptography ommunity.

It has passed the test of many trained eyes, and still

there are urrently no plausible attaks known. Be-

ause of this, AES will be rated higher in seurity than

the previous two RC4 enryption sheme.

7.4 Authentiation

There are only two major forms of authentiation that

need to be onsidered: WEP authentiation and EAP

authentiation. This is beause both TKIP and CCMP

use EAP. However, beause there are a variety of EAP

protools, a number of them need to be evaluated. In

�gure 11, we have estimated energy onsumed during

authentiation (inludes enryptions and deryptions)

for WEP with 24-bit IV and two variants of EAP. Note

that this graph di�ers from those seen previously in

that it is bar graph and not a urve. This was done in-

tentionally beause it is harder to determine levels of

seurity. For example, in this ontext, both WEP au-

thentiations have the same seurity level beause they

use the same protool, while it is harder to say whether

Kerberos or TLS is more seure than the other. The

protools are not neessarily listed in order of seurity,

so it makes no sense to reate a urve.
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Fig. 11. Energy onsumed by di�erent authentiation

shemes

It is easy to see that WEP requires far fewer enryp-

tions than the two more seure protools, EAP-TLS

and EAP-Kerberos. It is also well-known that WEP

authentiation is absolutely inseure (no knowledge of

the key is needed to authentiate), so we will fous

on the others. The numbers for EAP-TLS and EAP-

Kerberos were obtained using plausible transations,

but the numbers for both will vary for eah instane

of authentiation as di�erent amounts of data will be

enrypted and transmitted.

EAP-TLS is a publi key protool, inorporating the

popular Transport Seurity Layer protool ommonly

used on the web as its upper layer. The TLS handshake

uses publi keys to enrypt the negotiation of a shared

seret key and the ipher-suite (enryption algorithm,

hash algorithm, mode, et). This sheme allows some

exibility as far as what a partiular suppliant sup-

ports, as well as allows session key negotiations be ar-

ried out with di�erent ipher-suites. The handshake is

also trunated for a suppliant who wishes to hange

the key that they urrently have.

This method is very e�etive when mutual authenti-

ation takes plae. However, when server-only authen-

tiation ours, the entire thing is vulnerable to man

in the middle attaks. Some administrators may steer

away from mutual authentiation EAP-TLS beause

it requires every lient to have its own erti�ates, as

well as the authentiation server. The use of erti�-

ates is very helpful though. Certi�ates, unlike pass-

word shemes, are not subjet to ditionary attaks.

EAP-Kerberos is still not spei�ed formally, although

there are a few opinions on what it would like[JE03℄.

The number of messages to authentiate will vary by

struture (AS and TGS in AP or separate), but the

omputations for authentiation should be similar in

both.

Kerberos uses tikets to allow aess to di�erent re-

soures. All messages are exhanged via private key

ryptography. A pre-shared seret is used only one,

to transmit a new session key. The idea is that if an

attaker manages to get Alie's session key, they an

only impersonate Alie for as long as that key is valid.

Session length is spei�ed by the administrator. The

pre-shared seret is in the form of a password. As with

all password-based authentiation, it is vulnerable to

ditionary attaks. This an be ountered with the en-

forement of a strong password poliy, but one is not

enfored by default.

From these tables, two things are immediately appar-

ent. These are:

� There is very little di�erene aross existent and

proposed wireless protools, from the perspetive of

the ryptographi algorithm, in terms of energy on-

sumed per rypto operation. That is, energy on-

sumption on a per ryptographi omputation is de-

pendent primarily on key sizes and not the algorithm

seleted. Of ourse, the seurity pro�le of di�erent

algorithms is signi�antly di�erent.

� Authentiation and Authorization protools have a

signi�ant impat on the total energy onsumed by

the protool at hand.

This last observation is ritial when one onsiders

that in wireless networks, the number of authentia-

tions and authorizations required an inrease dramat-

ially as the number of disassoiation with the aess

point inrease. Simply, as the wireless node looses on-

netivity due to weather, distane from the Aess

Point, topographial limitations, and roaming, the or-

responding energy osts for authentiations and autho-

rizations will inrease linearly. This last observation led

the researhers to onsider alternative ryptographi

protools that will minimize the number of messages

exhanged per authentiation and authorization. One

suh protool is given here in ??, alled "-se. We be-

lieve, at �rst glane, that this protool is optimal in

the sense that it maximizes "seurity" while minimiz-

ing energy onsumption.

8 Summary and Future Work

In this manusript, we reviewed the urrent limitations

of seurity protools assoiated with 802.11 networks.

We further developed a general model that helps with

the understanding on how the urrent set of seurity

related protools, and protool extensions, a�et the

energy onsumption of the devies. The model, based

on a deision-theoreti framework, requires both an en-

ergy ost funtion, alled, C

E

and a seurity-reliability

measure, alled R

M

. The energy ost funtion, C

E

, is
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the ost, both in energy and other system resoures, of

applying a ountermeasure M

k

against a spei� pro-

tool vulnerability V

i

. The seurity-reliabilitymeasure,

R

M

, represents the level or measure of the seurity-

reliability attained by ountermeasureM

k

on the over-

all seurity of the system. We showed that the model

is general in the following senses:

� It an be used to analyze both stati as well as adap-

tive seurity protools. In stati seurity protools,

suh as WEP, the energy expended to ounterat a

partiular lass of attaks is �xed, C

E

(M

k

; V

i

), and

it is determined a priori by a set of on�gurable pa-

rameters suh as key size. Real time adaptive seu-

rity protools, on the other hand, when faed with an

attak on a spei� vulnerability, V

(

i) are apable of

deteting the attak, real time, isolating the soure

of the attak, and launhing a set of ountermeasures

whose energy osts are given by C

E

(M

k

; V

i

; A).

� Can be applied aross multiple protool layers.

Finally, and having de�ne suh a framework,we present

our initial analysis and assessment of popular seurity

protool and protool extensions, suh as WEP, TKIP,

AES, as well as several authentiation shemes being

proposed. Preliminary results showed that signi�ant

improvements an be obtained by the orresponding

energy osts for authentiations and authorizations.

Based on these preliminary results, a new wireless en-

ryption protool, alled"-se, or Energy eÆient se-

ure protool has been designed and it is the subjet

of a separate manusript, see [CO04a℄. This protool

has the potential to minimize power onsumption while

maximizing the seurity pro�le of the devies as well

as the overall power onsumption of the network.

8.1 Further Work

The work presented raises more questions than it an-

swers. Fundamental to this work, is the basi idea

of ost/bene�t analysis. Unfortunately, as disussed

in setion 5, while several mehanisms exist (analyti-

al tools, simulation, and empirial measurement) to

quantify the osts (in terms of energy), measuring the

bene�ts is signi�antly more diÆult, exept perhaps

in the most simple of ases. For example, how does

one go about answering the question how seure is the

system, or how seure is the ryptographi protool

(not the algorithm itself)? Clearly, formal proofs an

help in this area. One of the �rst hallenges that we

are takling is preisely how to proof "-se formally. In

addition,we are urrently pursuing the following set of

problems:

� Through experimental measurement, in both a

Campus-wide and Corporate wireless network, mea-

sure the average number of lost onnetions with

the Aess Point.

� Based on this average number of lost onnetions,

re�ne both the model, the analyti equations, Equa-

tions 7 and 8, and Figures 4 thru 10 in order to a-

urately ompute the energy usage per seurity pro-

tool lass.

� Establish a detail implementation standard for "-se.

� Create a set of NS models that orretly represent

the behavior of "-se in a network environment. Use

suh simulation experiments to validate our analyt-

ial results.

� Implement "-se using o�-the-shelf omponents

readily available from suh vendors as LYNKSIS,

CISCO, and others. Base on this referene imple-

mentation measure the energy osts assoiated with

the protool, and validate against our models, both

analyti and simulation.

� Formally verify "-se for protool orretness and

vulnerability avoidane.

� Used the theoretial framework de�ned in setion 5,

and WEP as a baseline, empirially (through mea-

surements), ompare di�erent seurity protools

(and protool extensions) in terms of the energy

onsumption assoiated a single bulk �le transfer,

and the Seurity-Energy tradeo�s implied.

� Base on the results of the above evaluation, propose

bakwards ompatible protool extensions to 802.11

X.

� Finally, and in order to deal with the di�erent ef-

fets of di�erent attaks, we must parameterize the

e�et/impat measure V

i

, for spei� MAC layer, ad

ho routing and Internet (TCP/IP) protool vulner-

abilities.
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